The Fermi Surface: W. A. Harrison

These geometrical surfaces represent the complex gyrations executed by electrons in ordinary metals.

Body Composition: J. Brożek

The relative amounts of fat, tissue, and water vary with age, sex, exercise, and nutritional state.

The Space Administration: It Was Once Criticized for Slowness But Is Now Criticized for Speed; Fish Flour: Action by FDA Starts Row over This Promising Answer to World’s Need for Protein Foods

Egypt’s Pyramids: J. D. Cooney

Early Egyptian literature barely mentions the pyramids. Can research fill the void?

Porpoise and Sonar and Man and Dolphin, reviewed by H. O. Bull; other reviews

Acquired Tolerance of Leaves to Heat: C. E. Yarwood

Thermal Reinforcement and Thermoregulatory Behavior in the Goldfish, Carassius auratus: P. N. Rozin and J. Mayer

Progressive Ratio as a Measure of Reward Strength: W. Hodos

Desynchronized Electroencephalogram in the Deeply Sleeping Cat: Z. P. Horovitz and M. Chow

An Unfortunate Event: Editorial Board, Science

Phagocytized Platelets: A Source of Lipids in Human Thrombi and Atherosclerotic Plaques: A. B. Chandler and R. A. Hand

Continuous Compensatory Tracking by a Cebus Monkey: W. J. King

Election of AAAS Officers

Letters from H. E. Gruber and J. A. Vernon; C. E. Wells

Forthcoming Events
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